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Abstract: This study presents the analysis of the exergy load distribution in a separation process
by extractive distillation for ethanol dehydration. The methodology carried out is divided into
three parts: the calculation of the flow exergy considering the physical and chemical exergies of the
distillation process; the calculation of the primary and transformed exergy contributions considering
the consumed exergy; and finally, the overall process efficiency, which shows the real percentage
of energy being used in the process. The simulation of an extractive distillation separation system
is carried out using Aspen Plus®, from Aspen Tech Version 9. In general, heat transfer processes
(heating or cooling) are the ones that generate the greatest exegetic destruction, which is why they
must be the operations that must be optimized. As a result of our case study, the local exergy efficiency
of the extractive distillation column is 13.80%, which is the operation with the greatest energy loss,
and the overall exergy efficiency of the separation system is 30.67%. Then, in order to increase exergy
efficiency, a sensitivity analysis is performed with the variation of the azeotrope feed, number of
stages, reflux ratio, and solvent feed variation on ethanol purity to reach an overall efficiency of
33.53%. The purity of ethanol is classified as higher than that of the specified, 99.65%.

Keywords: exergy load distribution; exergy efficiency; dehydration of ethanol; extractive distillation

1. Introduction

Currently, there is a variety of raw materials for obtaining biofuels. Many studies use
a series of products or by-products, such as tires [1], plastic waste [2], algae [3], wood [4],
leaves or branches [5], due to the economic potential of biomass. Biofuel production is
classified into four generations based on feedstock and production methods [6].

With the significant increase in biofuels, according to the International Energy Agency
(IEA), the world demand for biofuels will grow by 28% during the period 2021–2026, which
is equivalent to 41,000 million liters [7]. Worldwide, demand for bioethanol doubles that
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of biodiesel. By 2021, according to IEA data, the demand for this biofuel was 102 billion
liters/year, while that of biodiesel was 44.5 billion liters/year [8]. Therefore, the productive
sector of bioethanol is looking to develop separation technologies that allow the attainment
of high efficiencies related to ethanol recovery and energy consumption [9].

One of the most commonly used technologies to separate ethanol is extractive distil-
lation, due to its technical and economical practicality [10–13]. However, the concept of
the efficiency of the acquisition of alcohol depends on the amount of energy consumed in
the process. This develops a concept that allows relating the efficiencies of each operation
present in the system with global efficiency [14]. This concept is called exergy load distribu-
tion, and it is defined as an integration of local efficiencies of energy quality and the waste
of energy involved in a process [15–17].

When talking about exergy, the theoretical maximum work that can be obtained when
a stream of matter or energy in a system in specific conditions reaches thermodynamic
equilibrium with environmental conditions is discussed [18]. Therefore, there is energy
involved in this equilibrium that could be usable but that cannot be used due to its qual-
ity [19]. This concept of energy quality is given by the destruction of exergy, which is
explained as the thermodynamic irreversibility that a certain process or operation has when
defined by specific conditions [20,21].

The application of exergy load distribution analysis in product design is reported in
different research, including on water distribution systems [22], hybrid renewable energy
systems in buildings [23], flue gas condensation waste heat recovery systems [24], biodiesel
transesterification [25], bioethanol [26], biobutanol [27], methane [28], and hydrogen [29].
In the same way, process design can be analyzed by exergy load distribution: pyrolysis [30],
combustion [31], gasification [32], and torrefaction processes [33]. This process analysis
model allows for not only taking into account the technical aspects of the design but
also taking into account environmental aspects, which are fundamental to sustainable
development.

The thermochemical conversion processes used to transform biomass into fuels and
chemicals are direct combustion, liquefaction, pyrolysis, fermentation, etc. [34]. The produc-
tion of ethanol by the fermentation of sugar cane gained great importance in the Brazilian
energy sector 15 years ago, having thus developed and improved its technology and in-
dustrial aspects. However, even with many studies about the type of raw material used
in the manufacture of biofuels. Still, there are few studies on the design of the distillation
column, which thus expends a lot of energy in the distillation process. In this way, we are
presenting a sector that needs to improve in order to increase the efficiency of the energy
generation process.

García-García et al. (2018) [35] propose an exergy analysis aimed at reducing energy
consumption in an extractive distillation column. In this study, a conventional exergy
analysis is observed, and a sensitivity analysis is performed, resulting in a decrease in the
operating energy and an increase in the exergy efficiency of the column. These results show
the relevance of integrating exergy into the processes; a simple analysis can greatly impact
energy savings.

This work presents a study equivalent to the one developed by García-García et al.
(2018) [35] for the extractive distillation process in ethanol dehydration, but using the
exergy load method, which although not new, has few references available for this specific
case study in the extractive distillation process. The exergy load method focuses on the
analysis of the exergy losses that occur during the heat and mass transfer process in the
distillation column, which allows a more detailed evaluation of the exergy efficiency. Using
a sensitivity analysis, through the evaluation of the efficiencies of the constituent elements
of the process as a complement to the usual exergy method, the distribution of loads
between the elements is identified, resulting in an increase in process efficiency.

The Aspen Plus® process simulator is used to obtain the main thermodynamic pa-
rameters used for the evaluation and determination of the exergy in the process, as well as
a parameter sensitivity analysis. As a result, the local exergy efficiency of the extractive
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distillation column is 13.80%, which is the operation with the greatest energy loss, and the
overall exergy efficiency of the separation system is 32.38%. Then a sensitivity analysis
was performed, and the results obtained describe that if the azeotrope feeding of the
mixture is from the tenth stage, a higher overall efficiency is observed. Added to this,
the purity of ethanol is classified as higher than that specified, being 33.53% and 99.65%,
respectively, for a case that describes feeding on the eleventh stage and with sixteen steps
in the column.

2. Materials and Methods

The first step for the exergetic analysis by load distribution is to calculate the physical
and chemical exergies of the extractive distillation process streams, as follows:

2.1. Exergy Analysis

The exergy of flow,
.
E

s
i , is defined as the sum of exergies involved in the process stream,

i. However, the kinetic and potential exergy is negligible [36]. Therefore, the exergy of
the flow is defined by the physical exergy,

.
E f i, and chemical,

.
Exi, which are known by

Equation (1).
.
E

s
i =

.
E f i +

.
Exi (1)

Physical exergy contributes to the flow exergy through changes in the pressure and
temperature of the process stream; thus, Equation (2) defines the physical exergy.

.
E f i =

.
mi((hi − h0)− T0(si − s0)) (2)

where
.

mi is the flow of matter entering the system, hi is the specific enthalpy of the mix in
each state, h0 is the specific enthalpy of the mix in reference state, si and s0 correspond to
the entropy of the mix in a determined in each state and in reference state. Furthermore, T0,
corresponds to the temperature of the reference state.

In chemical exergy, only the composition of each compound present in the mixture is
considered, as well as chemical transformations that occur in the process [37]. It is defined
by Equation (3).

.
Exi = ∑i nk(ex,i + RT0 ln|xk|) (3)

where the term nk is the molar flow of component k, xk is the molar fraction of component
k in the mix; ex,i is the chemical molar exergy of the pure component k; and R corresponds
to the ideal gas constant.

In the evaluation of the destroyed exergy of the system, Equation (4) is applied, which
shows the exergy of the specific flow, es

i ; the relation of heat losses,
.

Qj; and the consumption

of the generation of work in a determined equipment,
.

W j. The determination of destroyed
exergy is performed for an operation j, and it is from these losses that the method to be
studied is centered.

.
Edj = ∑

j
(1− To

Tj
)

.
Qj −

.
W j + ∑

in

.
mes

i − ∑
out

.
mes

i (4)

Once the above-mentioned exergies have been determined, the next step is to perform
the load distribution analysis.

2.2. Analysis by Exergy Load Distribution

According to Sorin and Brodyansky [14], exergetic efficiency is defined as:

ηe =
A
B

=
B− D

B
= 1− D

B
(5)
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where A is the total product exergy of a system, B is the total exergy consumed in a system,
and D is the total exergy losses in a system. The difference between the denominator and
the numerator of Equation (5) must be equal to the total exergy losses, therefore:

Di = Bi − Ai (6)

D = ∑ Di (7)

Substituting Equations (6) and (7) into Equation (5) and solving:

ηe = 1−∑
Bi
B
− AiBi

BiB
= ∑ λiηe,i + 1−∑ λi (8)

where Bi is the exergy consumed by each element of a system, λi =
Bi
B and ηe,i =

Ai
Bi

Considering the equations mentioned above, the exergy consumed by each element
is divided into two groups: (I) the exergy consumed in every local operation makes up a
part of the exergy consumed in the whole system, called primary exergy, λp,i (Equation (9))
and (II) the exergy consumed by one element does not make up for a part of the exergy
consumed in the whole system, called transformed exergy, λt,i (Equation (15)).

In other words, the load of primary exergy refers to the difference between the flow
of exergy, which passes through each local operation, and the total of the consumed
exergy [10,11,38].

λp,i =
∆

.
E

s
p,i

∑i ∆
.
E

s
p,i

(9)

The primary exergy loads for each of the components of the technological scheme of
the extractive distillation considered according to Equation (9) correspond to the following
expressions:

λp, H =

( .
EAZE +

.
ESOLV−REC −

.
ERECSOLH −

.
EAZE−SAT

)
Total exergy consumed

(10)

λp, MIXER =

( .
EENTRAIN −

.
EMAKE−UP −

.
ERECSOLVH

)
Total exergy consumed

(11)

λp, C1 =

( .
EEtOH +

.
EMIX −

.
EAZE−SAT −

.
EENTRAIN

)
Total exergy consumed

(12)

λp, C2 =

( .
EWATER +

.
ESOLV −

.
EMIX

)
Total exergy consumed

(13)

λp, Pump =

( .
ESOLV−REC −

.
ESOLV

)
Total exergy consumed

(14)

On the other hand, the load of the transformed exergy will be equal to the difference
between the flow exergy that has undergone a change within the local operation and
the total of the consumed energy [14–17]. The load of transformed exergy can be easily
identified in the units that increase the exergy in the entrance flow, that is, equipment
that increases exergetic conditions (temperature, pressure, or chemical composition) for a
posterior operation in the process.

λt,i =
∆

.
E

s
t,i

∑i ∆
.
E

s
p,i

(15)
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The transformed exergy loads for each of the components of the technological scheme
of the extractive distillation considered according to Equation (15) correspond to the
following expressions:

λt, Pump =

( .
ESOLV−REC −

.
ESOLV

)
Total exergy consumed

(16)

λt, MIXER =

( .
EENTRAIN −

.
EMAKE−UP −

.
ERECSOLVH

)
Total exergy consumed

(17)

If we add Equations (9) and (15), we have a portion of the exergy that enters an element
or unit:

λi = λp,i + λt,i (18)

Considering that the sum of all primary exergy streams must be equal to one and
replacing Equation (18) in Equation (8), we obtain the overall efficiency, which is defined as:

η = ∑
i
[λp,iηi − λt,i(1− ηi)] (19)

This equation demonstrates the relationship between the exergetic efficiency of each
local operation and the overall efficiency of the system. It can be said that the global
efficiency can be improved by increasing the local efficiency, as long as it does not affect
other parameters of the equation, or by decreasing the loads of primary or transformed
exergy [14–17].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Extractive Distillation Process Simulation

The work of Uyazan et al. (2006) [38] is the starting point for the exergy study of the
technological scheme of extractive distillation, but with a different solvent. In the build of
the plant design to obtain anhydrous ethanol by extractive distillation, two distillation
columns were used in series. The first carries out ethanol dehydration, using ethylene
glycol as a solvent. The first distillation column is fed with a composition of 85 mol%
ethanol, which is fed into the eleventh stage of the column (the AZEO-SAT stream) and
ethylene glycol is fed pure to the fourth stage of the column (the ENTRAIN stream).
Column C1 is operating at a pressure of 101.325 kPa; no pressure drop is considered
in any of the column stages. The AZEO-SAT and ENTRAIN streams are incoming at
a temperature of around 351.3 K (once the recycling is completed). The output MIX
stream is at a temperature of 426.94 K, and the output ETOH stream is at a temperature
of around 351 K. The product obtained at the top of the extractive distillation column is
ethanol (the ETOH stream), with a purity of 99.62%, and the product at the bottom is a
mixture composed mainly of ethylene glycol and water (84.27% and 15.71%, respectively).
The MIX stream is the feed for column C2, which enters in stage four (Figure 1). An
operating pressure of 2 kPa was specified for column C2, since these conditions reduce
the energetic consumption and avoid high temperatures in the boiler. The SOLV stream
(recovered ethylene glycol) goes through a heat exchanger, H, to be mixed with the
MAKE-UP stream, which is pure ethylene glycol, thus completing the ethanol production
process. The technological scheme was obtained in Aspen Plus®, as shown in Figure 1.
The thermodynamic model selected to perform the simulation was the NRTL because it
proved to be the best to correlate the experimental data obtained by Meirelles (1992) [39],
such as the simulation data of the present study.

Table 1 shows the energy flows in the simulated system. When this system is compared
with the study made by Uyazan et al. (2006) [38], it shows that the results are similar in
terms of the energy consumed by distillation towers. From these results, an improvement in
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the efficiency of the column C1 can be made by improving the operating condition through
an exergetic analysis of load distribution.
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Table 1. Energy consumption of the extractive distillation process.

Energy Consumption (kJ/kg ethanol)

(C1) (C2) Uzayan [38] (C1) Uzayan [38] (C2)

1277 325 1249 224

3.2. Determination of Flow Exergy

Table 2 shows the necessary thermodynamic parameters to evaluate the exergy of the
process; it also shows the results of the physical, chemical, and flow exergy of the process
streams. To know the molar chemical exergy of each component involved in the separation
process, we used the standard chemical exergy tables reported by [40,41]. The standard
exergy values for each of the chemical compounds in the process can be found in these
tables. Values of 1356.9 kJ/mol, 0.9 kJ/mol, and 1214.21 kJ/mol are obtained for ethanol,
water, and ethylene glycol, respectively. Once identified, Equation (3) is used to find the
chemical exergy of each process stream. These tables have the limitation of only having
general chemical compounds. In a case in which the standard exergy is not found, the
process to calculate it is more rigorous. This process is better explained in [41].

Table 2. Exergy flow in each of the process streams.

Stream
.
Efi (kJ/s)

.
Exi (kJ/s)

.
E

s
i (kJ/s)

AZE 0 32,012.56 32,012.56
SOLV-REC 23.53 26,415.16 26,438.69
AZEO-SAT 17.44 32,012.56 32,030
RECSOLVH 1.99 26,415.16 26,417.16
MAKE-UP 0.174 309.03 309.27
ENTRAIN 3.581 26,710.74 26,714.32

ETOH 0.3273 32,036.59 32,036.9
MIX 86.95 26,684.85 26,771.81

WATER 122.3 308.6 430.9
SOLV 22.49 26,415.56 26,438.66
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This table shows that in the AZE stream, composed of ethanol and water, there
is no contribution from physical exergy because this stream enters the heat exchanger
under standard conditions; therefore, there is no variation in the thermal or mechanical
components characteristic of these exergy types, the opposite of what occurs in the AZEO-
SAT stream. Note that there is a change in the temperature with respect to the specified
standard. However, there is a contribution to the chemical exergy in the AZE stream since
there are changes in the exergy chemical balance of the compounds, ethanol, and water,
since together they form a mixture to be separated, thus obtaining that the exergy of the
flow is the same as the chemical exergy of the stream.

If the temperature of the WATER stream is observed, it is easy to deduce that the
operation condenser temperature is lower than the temperature specified as a reference.
This has an important impact on the exergy transferred by heat calculation since a negative
term is shown in the heat transfer, which means that the exergy of the condensing medium
decreases, generating a reduction in the loss of quality in the energy supplied to column C2.
This will be better discussed in the next section.

3.3. Destroyed Exergy Determination

Once the flow exergy has been calculated, the destroyed energy balance is made for
each operation in the process, as seen in Equation (4); this allows us to identify which
equipment has the biggest irreversibility in the process. In Figure 2, it can be observed
that the unit with the most exergy destruction is column C1, identified as the extractive
distillation column, with a contribution percentage of 75.20% of the total exergy destroyed
in the entire separation system (the thickness of the arrows agrees with the numerical value
of the magnitude considered). This is mainly due to the large amount of energy required in
the distillation unit for the condensation and overheating sequence in the streams that feed
the tower, so speaking in terms of performance, column C1 is energetically inefficient [42].
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As mentioned before, having a negative heat transfer in C2 from the environment to
the condenser causes a decrease in the destroyed exergy, so it will be more efficient in terms
of energy. The main cause is the sub-atmospheric condition in which the ethylene glycol
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recuperation tower works, making it more effective at separating without a considerable
loss of useful energy. Table 3 shows the exergy destroyed in each of the operations.

Table 3. Destroyed exergy in each operation.

Destroyed Exergy kJ/s

H 2.8
Pump 0.3
Mixer 0.6

Column C1 413.7
Column C2 118.4

3.4. Application of the Exergy Load Distribution Method

As seen in Equations (9) and (15), primary and transformed exergy are given by
total exergy consumption. This total exergy is known as the sum of the local flow exergy
balances, that is, the sum of exergy flow differences in each unit of the alcohol dehydration
process. Once this is identified, it is possible to know the primary exergy load of the
separation system. It is noteworthy that primary exergy has a restriction in the process,
and that the sum of primary exergetic loads must be equal to one [14].

To identify the transformed exergy, we look for an operation in which the exergy flow
has changed from entry to exit. For this case and using Figure 2, it is evident that pump
(PUMP) and mixer (MIXER) are only operations where exergy flow increases; therefore,
there would be transformed exergy in the process. Exergetic efficiencies of each one of
the operations of a process are determined by rational efficiencies [43], where energy
availability and quality are related.

Once exergy loads and local efficiencies are determined, overall efficiency is evaluated,
corresponding to Equation (19). Table 4 shows the results of each one of the components
from the calculation of the overall efficiency of the process. In addition, it is observed
that the efficiency of all separation systems is 30.67%, which means that in all separation
processes, only this percentage of the available energy becomes useful work [44]. To carry
out separation, 69.33% are energy losses due to thermodynamic imperfections.

Table 4. Results of the exergy load distribution method.

Separation System by Extractive Distillation

Coefficients (%) H Pump Mixer C1 C2

λp,i 2.46 0.02020 0.1743 38.66 58.68
λt,i 0 0.02020 0.1743 0 0
ηi 80.95 19.78 99.9 13.49 42.62
η 30.67

It is possible to see that the unit with the most primary exergy is the solvent recupera-
tion column, C2; this may be due to the work required by the recovery column to separate,
according to specified solvent purity, water, and ethylene glycol at vacuum conditions.
Observing the exergy flows of this operation (Table 2), it is evident that the minimum
work required is 97.74 kJ/s, a value 1.5 times greater than the minimum work required
by the extractive distillation column, C1, which operates at a condition of environmental
pressure. Now, if the efficiency of C2 is observed, it can be noted that it has a local exergy
efficiency that is 3 times greater than that of C1. In this case, it can be inferred that a
vacuum operation allows for high efficiencies due to the decreased operation energetic
loads, thereby decreasing the amount of exergy that is destroyed during the operation.

The analysis presented above is susceptible to improvement; therefore, a sensitivity
analysis is carried out to increase the overall efficiency of the process by modifying the
operating variables.
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3.5. Sensitivity Analysis

To observe the variables that represent a change in the critical results of the exergy
analysis [45], a sensitivity analysis was performed on the overall exergy efficiency of the
process [46–49].

3.5.1. Reflux Ratio Effect, Number of Stages on the Overall Efficiency

Figure 3 shows the variation of the reflux ratio and number of theoretical stages on the
overall efficiency of the process. It can be observed that, when decreasing the reflux ratio
and number of stages, there is an increase in the overall efficiency of the separation system,
which is attributed to the changing reflux ratio manipulating the primary and transformed
exergy loads. However, when analyzing Figure 4, at the same point where overall efficiency
is high, ethanol concentration decreased compared to what was initially proposed, so
this ethanol fraction would not serve the same energy purpose. It is noteworthy that by
modifying the number of stages, the extractive distillation column design is being directly
acted upon, modifying its local efficiency, but in accordance with what was said above,
to increase the overall process efficiency, the local efficiency must be increased. However,
this requires restructuring the design of the equipment, in this case the tower, so it is more
convenient to act on the exergy load in case the separation plant is in operation.
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3.5.2. Reflux Ratio Effect and Solvent Feed on Overall Efficiency

Figure 5 shows the variation of the reflux ratio and solvent feed on the overall effi-
ciencies of the process. When performing a variation of the solvent feed and the solvent
feed stage on the overall efficiency, there are two points at which the overall efficiency of
the system is high. This is because the configuration of the solvent feed and reflux ratios
affects the minimum work of the extractive distillation tower [50] and the exergy loads,
respectively. This minimum work configuration depends directly on the amount of exergy
that enters the tower and its destruction; therefore, if the solvent feed stage changes, there
will be a direct impact on minimum work and, at the same time, it will influence local
efficiency, causing an increase in global efficiency. For this case, it can be said that for
these two points where there is a maximum point of efficiency, there will be an extractive
distillation, less exergy destruction, and, therefore, a higher minimum work and a high
local efficiency. However, Figure 6 shows that the ethanol composition is not the one
specified initially, so it will not be used for energetic purposes either.
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3.5.3. Effect of Azeotrope Feed and Number of Stages on the Global Efficiency

Figure 7 shows the reflux and solvent feed variations on ethanol purity. A series of
maximum points of overall efficiency are established by the ninth feeding stage of the
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azeotrope. However, it is observed that by feeding a mix of ethanol and water to an
extractive distillation column, the ethanol purity is lower than the specified value, so it does
not work for energetic means (Figure 8). If the mix is fed to the tenth, eleventh, or twelfth
stage, the highest overall efficiency is observed, around one percentage point higher, and
the ethanol purity will be higher than the specified one. According to Figures 7 and 8, if
the azeotrope is fed to the eleventh stage and it is established in the column design that it
will have sixteen stages, the overall efficiency of the process will be 33.53% and the ethanol
purity will be 99.65%, showing that the manipulation of the extractive distillation column
design configuration will involve an improvement in the energetic efficiency of the process.
This trend is reported in other investigations, such as the one proposed by Guang et al.
(2020) [50], who propose a hetero-azeotropic distillation process of an aqueous azeotropic
solution of isopropanol and diisopropylether. Where the thermodynamic efficiency of the
process is increased from 19.80% to 25.96%.
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4. Conclusions

The implementation of the exergy load distribution method allowed for improving
the energy efficiency of the process for dehydration of ethanol by extractive distillation,
which allowed for identifying and determining energy wastes that are not seen with a
normal analysis. The methodology carried out for the exergy analysis by load distribution
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is divided into three parts: the calculation of the flow exergy considering the physical and
chemical exergies of the distillation process, the calculation of the primary and transformed
exergy contribution considering the consumed exergy, and finally the overall process
efficiency, which shows the real percentage of energy being used in the process. In the
present study, it is observed that initially, the overall efficiency of the extractive distillation
process was 30.67%, with azeotrope feed at stage 11, solvent feed at stage 4, and reflux
ratio of 0.65. By performing the sensitivity analysis and modifying the reflux ratio in 0.5,
with the solvent feed at stage 5 and the azeotrope feed at stage 13, an improvement of
exergy overall efficiency of 33.53% was obtained. This led to a considerable improvement
in the local efficiency of column C1 and the destroyed exergy was usable in the process,
decreasing the energy consumed.

By combining the thermodynamic criteria with the analysis of the results presented,
it was found that it is better to manipulate the design and configuration of the extractive
distillation column than the energetic loads, which correspond to the flows of matter
entering the column. This means that in the process design, it is very useful to consider
this combined energetic and sensitivity analysis, as it allows the identification of critical
operations that need to be improved. In a case where the process is already in operation,
this analysis allows the identification of conditions and relationships of matter flows that
allow an improvement in the energy use in the system. In future work, we intend to apply
the methodology and criteria discussed in this study to salt extractive distillation processes
and dividing wall distillation columns, coupled with the thermoeconomic assessment.
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